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The fusion of broadcasting and telecommunications: 

Delving into iぉ currentworth 

-2005 hearings from people in也e肺 oindus回目ー

Kiyoshi NANASAWA 

Abs仕act

τbere was considerable debate last year concerning the fusion of broadcasting and 

telecommunications. Technically， broadcasting originally arose as one form of telecom目

munications， but the two are diametrically different in nature: in broadcasting， for ex釘n-

ple， transmissions are， for the most part， made in a one-way manner to an indeterminate 

number of people， while telecommunications mostly involve two-way transmissions 

between two individuals. However， the phenomenal spread of the Internet and the devel-

opment of high-speed， high-capacity networks means pictures and sound are being sent 

over telecommunications lines， and this， amongst other白ings，is rapidly bringing th巴

two sectors closer. 

Broadcasters are becoming increasingly involved with the Internet in such circum-

stances. In J anuary last ye訂， for example， an online retailer made a takeover bid for a 

radio station， while in October， another online retailer made a takeover bid for a TV sta 

tion. NHK and the m司orTokyo-based TV stations subsequently started distribution of 

programmes to Internet Service Providers 

This paper cゅnsidersthe situation， based on a series of interviews conducted over a 

six-month period from April 2005 with ten people from the lik巴sof telecommunications 

and online firms， and on hearings conducted in November with 33 online-services relat-

ed people from 16 broadcasters τbe interviews and hearings ultimately showed a num-

ber of things. Even though broadcasters have had a degree of success in evolving online 

services for仕leiraudiences， for example， marketing content for mobile phone-related 

websites and dis仕ibutingprogrammes on broadband networks， the amount of revenue 

each of 仕lemwithout Fuji白百Tgenerates 仕omsuch online operations is， at most， about 3 
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billion yen per annum， or less than 1 % of仕lerevenue the stations仕aditiona11ygenerate 
from the commercials they air with their terrestria1 TV programmes. 

τ'he broadcasting industry， meanwhile， has， for many years， been made up of NHK 
and the commercial broadcasters， but this dual structure is about to be touched by 
reform， as the telecommunications and online宜rmsapproach broadcasters in the quest 
for profits， tapping on the matchless ability of the broadcasters to draw customers via ter-
restrial TV programmes， and a1so on account of the government's designs for fostering 
the dis凶butionof visual content as a key part of its IT strategies. There are proposa1s 
for IP multicasting， which would use the NIT optical fibre lines， and which would com目

plement the digital terrestrial broadcasts once ana10gue terres仕ialbroadcasts cease in 
2011. Such developments could， over time， shake the foundations of the broadcasting 
industry in the form of such things as regionallicences， and where software producers 
have also been responsible for hardware. 

Although broadcasting stems from telecommunications， it has， on account of its public 
nature， been kept distinct， and has followed a different path compared to telecommunica同

世ons.百lesedevelopments though， in the face of dramatic developments in telecommu-
nications technology and the IT industry， hint at the search for a seamless link with 
telecommunications， and at the quest in the future for new identity for broadcasting. 

NHK放送文化研究所年報捌61日1



         
  
 

            
             

             
                

              
               

             
              
               

          
            

           
           

                
 

             
             

               
               
      

How HDRs are changing 1v viewing pa抗ernsand broadcasting 

Ritsu YONEKUあ4

Abstract 

In the United States and Japan， approximately 10-15% ofhouseholds possess hard-disc 

recorders (HDRs).百lesedevices have many features which (VCRs) cannot offer: 1) 

lengthy recording and storage; 2) easy record settings; 3) chase play (watchi
ng， pausing 

or stopping already recorded parts of a program during recording); 4)出eability to skip 

commercials; and 5) a link with Electronic Program Guides (EPGs)出atgive people easy 

accessωa wide range of information and cont巴ntthat interests仕lem.Some devic巴scan 

even offer information carried on仕leinternet relat巴dto the programs being viewed. 

At present， there is a tendency among people with HDRs for ‘time-shifted' viewing， in 

which programs are viewed from recordings instead of as they are aired， for the skipping 

of commercials， and for increased chanc巴toview TV programs. 

Broadcasters are responding to the changing viewer pa仕ernsamongst people who use 

HDRs. First， commercial broadcasters have started searching for new mod巴sof adver目

tising， which differ from血etraditional TV commercials. Second， broadcasters紅 elook目

ing for new business models on the assumption of more active viewing on 
the part of 

Vlewers. 

τne advent and spread of HDRs symbolises the changes in the modern me
dia envi-

ronment， which is s巴emg仕leintroduction of digital technologies and the spread of net-

works. Questions are being raised about the social role and functions of bo仕1public and 

other terrestrial TV broadcasts at a time when vi巴wersare being provided with more and 

more options for information and content. 
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百 oughtson a Language Use Survey by Internet 
-From the Results of a Open Web Survey -

Takehi:γoSHIODA 

A web survey called '~re you in the majority or minoriか?"is being conducted to 
ascertain current trends in the J apanese language. This report examines various 
aspects of the data collected for active consideration in future studies. It highlights the 
following 

①The sex imbalance towards male respondents， noted in the previous survey period 
one year ago， was not observed this time. 

② The comparison of various attributes， such as gender， age， residence in Eastern or 
Western Japan (present address， primary and secondary schools attended)， and 企e-
quency of dictionary use reveals age difference to be a relatively important determi-
nant. 

③ In cases where large differences were noted be旬reen出eanswers of the old and the 
young， the change between the two was steady across intermediate age groups (in 
ten-year age groupings). 

④ The findings of survey items in which considerable regional differences were 
observed were mainly consistent with the results of previous surveys. 

NHK放送文化研究所年報初郎 [193



         
       

  
 

              
               
                

               
              

             
        
           

                
              

               
  

                
            
               

              
      
           
              

                
     

Abstract 

A1-Jazeera:官民貧rstten years and new strategies 

ーIssuesraised by Middle E冶sternjournalism -

Masahiro OHTA 

The satellite TV station Al-J azeera， based in the small Middle Eastern state of Qatar， 

burst on to the airwaves旬nyears ago. A number of chance factors， inc1uding the 

designs of the new Qatari ruler， Emir Hamad bin 阻lalifaAl四百lani，led to its creation， but 

the station has been no passing phenomenon; it is the result of economic and social 

ma旬rity，as well as progress in information technology， in the Middle East. A number 

of other satellite TV stations have subsequently appeared in the region， swelling the 

foundations of血emedia in the Middle East 

Al-Jazeera stimulates its audiences by cha11enging the region's politica1 and religious 

taboos. Whi1e it has not brought about visible changes ωthe region， it is imparting a 

f1exibility to Middle Eastern societies， making them aware that there are two sides to 

any issue. This is likely to be an important element in subsequent developments in the 

Middle East 

τne vigour of the media sources in the Middle East is making the internationa1 f10w of 

information more interactive and less lop-sided. However， th巴 westhas signa11ed its 

unhappiness with the way仕leregion's media have reported conf1icts， such as仕lewar in 

Iraq. Questions訂 elikely to be asked amid the surge of patriotism and nationalism 

about what constitutes objective war reportage. 

Whi1e Al-Jazeera receives financia1 assistance from the Qatari government， when US 

networks come under the umbrella of big capi句1，仕leycan no longer ignore capita1ist 

logic. The question of finances is an issue relating not only to Al-J azeera， but to也e

world media as a whole 

194 
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With its commencement of an EngIish-language service， the station wants to change 
from being白e'CNN of the Middle East' to組閣-JazeeraWorld' serviceτ'he idea is to 
provide a 360

0 

perspective of the world from Doha and three other sites. However， peo-

ple inside the organization have been slow to debate the question of where the Arab 
viewpoint fits in. The五rstten years have been groundbreaking， but there is no te11ing 
what the future holds 

NH蹴送文化研究所年報2附 119



      
       

 
 

             
            
              

            
             

            
            
            

            
               

              
                
                

             
            
             
           
             
              

            
                
              
                

            

Changes in Television Modes of e:却 ression

-Changing Relationship between Providers and Viewers -

Hiγoshi KOSHlKAWA 

Abstract 

More than five decades have passed since TV broadcasting began. Band widths were 

limited at the outset and TV channels scarce， but through subsequent technological 

innovation仕lenumber of channels has grown to the figure we have today. Consequently， 

the broadcasting system， the formats， and ways of programming are entirely different 

白・omthose of early days. The author has compiled this paper entitled “Changes in 

Television Modes of expression" to examine the results of studies by various 

researchers on how TV programs and programming have changed under the French 

broadcasting system， in which drastic changes were carried out to reform state televi-

sion to produce a dual system， public and private， 20 years ago. 

Television in its early days was an open window through which羽ewerscould see血e

outside world that was unknown to them. Television was also a mediator仕latconveyed 

仕lemessage in each program to its viewers. In the second stage， television began to act 

as a mirror， showing on the TV screen the daily lives of the viewers' fellow-citizens and 

people around them. This was仕leadvent of陀 lationshittele山 ion，which places value 

on connecting viewers with血epeople appearing on白escreen. Relationshかtelevision

was initially a stage for specialists in television appearances such as emcees， entertainers 

and journalists， but gradually evolved into emtathetic television where ordinary TV view-

ers speak about daily problems， private lives， and personal experiences in the public 

place of television. While their views and opinions come to be valued in programs treat-

ing social problems and current affairs， but television also embarks on charitable activi-

ties， and fur仕lermorefinds itself acting positively as action televisi仰 as江ithad been a 

agent for the law courts， or the police， or a psychological counselor. Action television 

these days invites viewers in仕leirrole as such to TV studios and outdoor locations to 

participate in groups in program production.τ'his program format is called reality televi目
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sion， and spreading globally as a new mode of expression in TV programs. A reali句rTV
show presents various facets of白isworld， including daily life， in quiz and game shows， 
and仕iesto produce reali句rby following scrupulously with TV cameras仕lebehavior and 
facial expressions of participants without adhering to a fixed script. 
In tbis way， television has been fulfilling the unique contact function through TV 

images， and deepened tbe relationship between viewers and TV stations， the providers. 
At出esame time， however， television is also facing criticism in that its communication 
釦nctionis being treated too poorly， even though tbis function is still expected of白e
media as a mediator connecting TV viewers and the outside world. 

NHK放送文化研究所年報2附 1197


